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Asymmetric Network Monitoring and Punishment in Public Goods
Experiments

Luke Booseya,∗, R. Mark Isaaca

aDepartment of Economics, Florida State University,
288 Bellamy Building, Tallahassee FL 32306-2180.

Abstract

We extend the recent experimental literature on incomplete punishment networks in linear pub-
lic goods games. In these games, we use an exogenous network to restrict both monitoring and
the set of feasible punishment flows. In addition to two baseline structures (the Complete network
and the Circle network), we examine a novel Asymmetric network in which both punishment re-
sponsibility and exposure differ across players. Average contributions are significantly lower in the
Asymmetric network, driven entirely by the under-monitored player who faces only one potential
punisher. We formulate and examine the hypothesis that asymmetry among a player’s potential
punishment targets may lead to discriminatory patterns of punishment. In particular, players might
wish to punish targets for whom they are solely responsible discriminately more than targets for
whom they share responsibility. The experimental data do not support this hypothesis, although
they do suggest a compelling explanation as to why. Specifically, we find that the under-monitored
player in the network retaliates against previous punishment significantly more often than others
in the group, which deters their only potential punisher from issuing stronger sanctions. Thus,
an additional complication of asymmetry in the network is that it may lead to more instances of
anti-social retaliation, inhibiting the effectiveness of the decentralized punishment institution.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, many studies have shown that cooperation in social dilemma environments can
be enhanced by a range of decentralized institutions. A seminal contribution by Ostrom et al.
(1992) demonstrated that in a common pool resource experiment, cooperative players were willing
to use costly sanctions to deter over-extraction of the resource. Similarly, Fehr and Gächter (2000)
showed that costly punishment can be used to sustain higher contributions in voluntary contribu-
tion public goods games, in stark contrast to the tendency for contributions to decay over time
when punishment is not possible.1 Several subsequent studies have reproduced this result, while
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1Ledyard (1995) and Chaudhuri (2010) provide two excellent surveys of the experimental public goods literature.
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